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ABSTRACT

In spite-of ompr a decade of debate, standardized acheivement testing

cuntinues as one of tne most controversial issues in education., Non-measure-

ment specia,lists have been excluded from these discussions. The reported

study sought the views of teachers, counselors, and principals, regarding the

advantages and limitations of achievement testing,programs. Responses to a

queltionnaire and informal discussions indicated positive attitudes toward

testing, but little usage beyond the elementary school,level. Results also

indicated the educators were ill-prepared to interpret test scores, but were

eager to learn. Finally, increasing student moikvation And the reading level

of exams were ctted as major concerr-.
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Standardized Achievement Testinglriograms

Viewed from the Perspective of the Non-Measurement Specialist

Since the turn of the century, psycholqgical testing has developed

into a multi-million dollar industry. Its.growth can be attributed, at

least in part, to the belief that standardized test results Provide

useful information for making decisions regarding individuals. Educators

in particular hawe become major consumers of the,Products produced by

the testipg industry. Standardized tests including intellitence, apti-

tude, achievement, personality and interest inventories are administered

to millions of students each year. The National-Sducational Associa-
J

tion estimates that at least 200 million achievement test.forns alone

are use51 each year in the United States (Principal, 1975) . The increased
0

11 popularity" of psychological testing in schools has also brought con-'

siderable controversy concerning the desirability of these tests. While

all types o'f tests have been criticized, instruments designed to measure

intelligence and achievement have received the greatest attention. The.

present 'investigation concentrated on the issue of standardized achieve-

ment testing.

Standardized achievement tests were originally introduced to pro-

vide \teachers with an objective method of morkitoring student educational .

progress. An indiVidual's progress' was to be 'judged in relation to

the progress made by the student's peers, both nationally and locally.

Testing advocates were quick to suggest, however, that these instru-

ments could be used for several additional purposes including: the

evaluation of new and traditional programs, as part of an overall teacher

accountability system and as a basis for certifying student competen-

ciec. Since achievement tests seemed to offer something for just about
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everyone, they were adopted by many school districts.; Thus, testing
4r;

programs developed and expanded-A.0m a single achievement test to a test

6attery, frbm testing at selected grade levels to testing in all grades,

and from a single testtng sessioAl tu-Fall and Spring testing and more.
. !

While standardizedsachievement tests grew in "popularity", its

growth was not without controversy. Almost from the very beginning of

the testing movement, critics have Voiced their objections.ta the use

.of achievement tests in schools. These instiuments were criticized for

errors in logic, item ambiguity and for being biased against.some groups

in society. Test opponents also challenged the multiple choice formati.

as being inadequate in measuring important educational outcomes .such
. av

as the thought process which goes into selecting,an answer. Still another

argument raised by test ritics has been with regard to the alleged

,influence tests have on the school curriculum. Some haveitharged that

obtaining good test results has becothe an end in itself. As a result

of the 'concern.for high test performance, teachers may be hesitant to

try new innovative instructional, methods. Thus, the tests are seen

as a major force of dictating classroom curricula (These and other

(lbjections were raised by tests critics in the July-August, 1975, iisue

of the National Elementary Lijsinci). Arguments such as these have

resulted in the reduction or re,evaluation Of many testing programs.

AlthoUgh°a great deal. has been said regarding the advantages and

limitations associated with achievement testing programs, most of the

comments have been made bi individuals who were not directly involved

wit;1 schools or classrooms on a daily basis. Very few studiei(Goslin,

1967; Jackson, 1968) have exandned the issue of how standardized achieve-

ment test results are used within a school system. Do the advantages



of a testing program really exist when tkey are translated from the

ideal as conceptualized by measurement experts in the testing industry

to the real life setting of the local school district? Or do well-meaning

school personnel ignore, misuse or abuse the test results as has been

charged by test critics. The presentistudy attempted to address these

issues by questioning a group of non-measurement experts'With regard to

their-attitudes toward.achievement testing, their use of the test results

and their preparation/ability to interpret the test results. The defi-

nition of a non-measurement expert suggested by Stetz and Beck-(1978)

as "those directly involved with educational tests and measurements who

do.not have a degree related to this field of specialization", was adop-

ted. For this study, non-measurement experts included school administra-
.

tors, counselors, and teachers from a single school district.

Participating District

A single criterion was set in selecting the school district for

the study and it was simply that an extensive achievement testing program

had to be in operation. The district that was chosen administered the

Stanford Achievement Test to all students in grades 2,3,5,7 and 8 and

the Stanford Test of Academic Skills to all students in grades 9, 10,'

11 and 12. Al, of these tests were given in the Fall of'each academic

year.

The student nopUaltion consisted of approximately 8500 pupils

'enrolled in six elementary schools, two middle schools and a,sngla

high school. Families living within the district differed considerably

in terms of their 'social-economic backgrounds and the schools within

the system rcflected this diversity. Two of the elementary schools

were located in newly-developed portions of -the distrct and had stu-

dents primarily from middle or upper-middle class backgrounds. Two

other elementary schools were located in older sections of the district

t3
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and their students came primarily from working class or blue-co/lar homes.

Two
,

of the Six elementary school's were located in sections of the dis-_

trict where many apartments had been regently built. These schools

.provided instruCtion to children whose families were considerably more

mobile than other families in the district. It was believed that if

responSes to questions on testing attitude and test use varied, the

variAtion might be explained in ternik of the diversd student population

enrolled in the schools. The middle schools and the high school pro-

vided instruction to students coming from a cross section of SES back-

grounds.

Sarple

A total of 200 questionnaires were distributed to all' Of the admini-

a.

strators (principals and assistant principals), all of the counselors

and a sample of teachers from all public schools in the district. At

the elementary sChool.level, teachers of grades 5, 4, and 5 were asked .

to respond to the instrument. At the 'middle school level, teachers' of.

grades 6, 7, and 8 were given the questionnaire. At the high school level,

only teachers of language arts or mathematics in grddes 9, 10, 11, and 12

were asked to complete the questionnaire. .Sixty-nine 'percent or 137

of the questionnaires were returned. Only one elementary school refused

to participate in the survey.

-The responding sample consisted of 86% teachers, 7% counselors and

7% administrators. Forty percent were affiliated with the elementary

schools, 37% were affiliated with the middle schools and 23% were affil-

iated with the high school. In terms of educational backgrounds: 14%

qf the respondents were certified with a BA/BS degree, 36% 'r\ad taken

graduate level courses beyond the bachelor''t degree and 50% of the

'respondents had a Master's degree.

4.4
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Results

The items on the questionnaire were Classified into three broacL

categories: 1) attitudes toward standardized achievement.testing,

2) u.se of the testresults and 3) the preparation/ability of respondents
-

to properly interpret the test results. Responses to each item within

these categories were analyzed in terms of the educational backgrounds

of the respondents, characteristics of the community, position held by

the respondents and the schoul level at, which the respondents worked,-

Only the latter analysis appeared to provide significant variation in

. the pattern of responses. These results are reported below. For each

item, the percent of the total sample and the percent of the respondent::

'at each school level selecting each foil is presentede

Attitudes

Five items on the questionnaire.were designed to obtain cattitudi al

)c:dnformation concerning the achievement testing program in the distri'

T4bles 1 through 5 present these items and the percent of the respon-

dents.selecting each foil. Tables 1 and 2 report the most direct measure

of attitude toward the testing program. Over two-thirds of the respon-

dents felt that the information provided by the tests was worth the

time spent away from the classroom. Only 11% ,of the total sample indi-

cated that they felt it would be bet..s:er not to test the students at all.

Tables 3 and 4 present the responses to items concerning the perceived

importance of the test results.. These items may be conceived of as

indirect indicies of attitudes toward the testing program. An individ-

ual having a negative attitude toward the tests would likely view test

results as having little or no importance. Most of the respondents,

however, seemed to feel that it waf at least somewhat important that

students do well on thp test. It was somewhat important that as educators
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Table 1

Do you think the information provided by test results isworth the time spent away from the' classroom?\

Total Sample Elementary . Middle High
Yes. 68 75 63 66

No. .32 25 37 34

Table 2

When do.you think it is better to'test students?

Total Sample Elementary Middle High-
At the beginning
of the school
year. 20 0 32 8 17

At the end of
the school year 22 26 24 10

Both at the
beginning and end
of the school year47

35 56 55

Neither at the
or the

-end of the school
year 11

Table 3

12 17

Is it important to you tha,t the students do well on theStanford Achievement Test?

Total Sample Elementary Middle High,

Very Important 12 6 16 16

Some Importance 62 70 61 50

Little Importance 20 20 14 28

No Importance 7 4 10 6
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Table 4

Is it imporlant for you to know how well the students scored
on the S,tanford Achievement Test?

Total Sample Elementary Middle High

Very Important 14 17 14 9

Somewhat .Important61 63 57 67

Not Important 25 20 29 25

Table 5

Below are*several scources of information about student
abilities. Please rank these sources by assigning a rank
of one (1) to the most important (reliable and valid), a
rank of two (2) to the next most important and so forth.

Total Sample Elementary Middle ,High

Previous grades 42 44 45 41

Teacher comments 29 34 33 23
-

k

Counselor comments 4 , 2 6 3

I..1 scores 10 9 8 16_

Standardized Ach .
test reSults 5 9 4 0

Family background 6 4 4 16.



. they be aware of how well the students Performed. Table S presents the

responses to an item in which the educators were asked to rank several

tdurces of information on studentabilities. The entries of the table

are the percent of the respondents.rankingeach option as the most impor-
,

taut (reliable and valid) source of iniormation on student abilities.

Only a small percentage of the reipondents chose either achievement test

scores or IQ scores as being the most important.

In general, it ,appears that the non-measurement speCialists in the

district surveyed have a positive attitude toward the achievement test-

ing program. These results seem consistent across the school levels:

elementary, middle and high.. When achievement test scores were compared

to other sources of information on student abilities, most of the non-

measurement specialists felt that the'test scores were of less impor-

tance (less reliable and.valid). These results seem to be inconsistent

with the positive attitudes expressed in the other items. In comments

made during the informal interviews, many educators expressed concerns

which may explain the low rankings of the achievement test results.

Many respondents expressed skepticism regarding student performance

because of several factors: 1) students didn't see the teits as being

important, 2) the reading level of the tests was too high for many

'students aad they 1ost interest; 'and 3) the tests took too long to

take and students lost their motivation to perform well. Thus, while

educator attitudes were positive, student attitudes may be negative,

resulting in low student performances which are unreliable and invarid.

Using. Test Results
...vwHmal0..110.4

The positive attitudes expressed by the non-measurement specialists

in the previous section provides one index of how local educators view

tandardized achievellent tests. An even more important indication,

however, of the value placed on these measures may be found in the

4-
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extent to which the.test results are used in the daily operation of the

schools and classrooms. Nine items or the questionnaire addressed this

itsue. These items, and the percent of the respondents selecting each

of the foils are presented in Tables 6 through 14. In contrast to the

items.measuring'attitude, the res15onses to questions on usar varied

considerably across the school levels.

Table prfesents the percent of the respondents who indicated easy
9

accese to the test results. While this item does not coneern use of the

test results, the response pattern to the question does provide informa-

tion useful in eN)laining other items considered in this section.

Eighty-seven percent of the total sample indicated that they had easy,

access to the test results of their studente. This result is mislead-

ing, however, since the percent of educators with easy access to the
4

scores declines steadily as the school level increases. At the high

school level, 30% of the respondonts indicated that they did not have

easy access to the test results. In order to make a reasonable comparison

e
of the response patterns across the school levels in terms of test usage

(tables 7 through 13) only those respondents indicating easy access to,the

test files were considered:

Table 7 presents the response pattern to an item which asked the

educators the extent to which they were familiar with the specific objectives

of -the achievement measure taken by their students. ,t the ele:montary

and middle school levels almost two-thirds of the respondents indicated

that they were familiar with the objectives. But at the high s:±1 lt'vtA

only a little more than one-third of the respondents indic.ated that thy had

knowledge of the test objecti\fes. It seems unlikely that the educator,

at the high school level could use the test results in any meail,ngful

if they were 4naware of what the test was measuring.
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Tab/e 6

, Do you have easy access to the files containing student
test results?

Total Sample ' Elementary Middle High

Yes, of all
students in the
school 67 70 64 66

Yes, but only my
present students 20, 30 20 *3

No. 13 0 16 30

Tal4e 7

Are you familiar with the specific objectives tested by the
Stanford Achievement Test for your grade level?

Elementary Middle High

Yes, 65 60 38

No, 35 40 62

Some school personnel say they never look at test, results.
Do you examine the test results of individual students?

c Elementary

Yes, always 57

Yes, sometimes . 41

No. 2

Middle High

16 14

67 62

16 23

Table 9

Do you examine the test results of your classroom(s) as a group':

Elementary Middle High

Yes, always

Yes, sometimes

No.

1 :3

52 16 5

35 44 29

13 40 67
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The nat.- neasurenent specialists were asked to what extent the test files

were examined andwhen during the yearwere tile scores looked at. 'Males

8,9 and 10 present the response patterns to these items. The results indicate

that only educators at the elenentary level examine the test files to .any

great extent. Neither the midalf. or high school educators .seem tobother

with the test scores althoughboth groups had indicated easy access to the

test files. Tapia 10 presents the responses tc an item-oh:Leh askedwit

during the'vearwere elle results examined ( more than one foil couldbex-

selected). 'Vary far of the educators in any of the school levels indicated that

they examined the results from previous year's testing. It seens unlikely then

that tests play an important role in planning instruction during the early

part of the school year. Students in the districtwere given the test in
2

early fall and the scores were reported to tha teachers in early DeceiDer.

Almost Wo-thirds of the educators at the elementary level indicated that they

examined these resultswhen theywere first reported. At the middlg, amd high

school levels horever less than one:third of the respcndents indicated that they

looked at the test resultswhen theywere first reported. Finally almost half

of the elenentary and high school educatorswho had easy access to the test

results indicated that theywould look at the results periodically throughout

the school year. Cnly cne-third of the middle school educators indicated this

practice.

Tbe educators were asked the extent towhich the test results influenced

their instruct±mal planning; the extent towhich the results influenzedwhatwas

taught in the classroom; and the extent towhich they felt the test results

influenced educaticnal decision making. The results of these items are

pmsezited in tdDles 11, 12 and 13 respecti*ely. At the elerrentary and middlP

schcol levels the test results seem to have soma influence in instructional

planning. These results seem inconsistentaith the response patterns presented

I '1
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Table 10
--

If you do examine the test results when during the year do
you do so?

Test results4from previous
years are examined within
the first couple of weeks
of the school year.

Elgementary Middle ''High

35 19 5

When the current year test
results are first reported 65 26 24

Periodically throughout the
year. 46 33 48

Table 11

Do test results influence your instructional planning for
individual students?

Elementary Middle High

Yes, always. 6 12 5

Yes, occasionally 48 40 29

Yes, but rarely 25 21 19

No. 21 28 48

Table 12

What influence does the testing program have on what is taught
in the clasaroom?

Elementary Middle High

A great deal of influence 2 2 3

Some influence 40 31 33

Little influence 47 52 38

No influence 11 14 29
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in teblet 8, 9 and 10 for the middle school educators. At the high school

the educators indicated that the test resultswerc of little influence

in instructional planning.

Educators across the thraa school levels indicated that the test results had

little influence cn;what they taught in the classroom. It therefore seems that

for this district the test did not dictate the classroan cuxriculum.

.Almost tic.crthirds of the elementary and middle school educators indicated

that they felt that the test results had save influence on educational deciticn

making. At the high school level the educators indicated the opposite vieq.

Finally concerning the use of test 'results, the educatorswere asked

what form of reported test scoreswere most useful to thdm. Responses fram

the total sample to this item are presented in ttole 14. Tne educators

across the three school levels seemed to agree that percentiles and grade

equivalentswere the most useful forms of reporbad scOres. Ttr responses to

this itemwere somevhat surprising in Woways. First a consideraole percentage

of the educators indicated that theoraw scoreswere the most useful. And

second very few respondents chose stanines as being the most useful. This

is surprising since the test pdplisher raaamends stanines and usez stanine

smres in its examples. of hi,/ the test results muld/shouldbe interpreted.

The choice of grade equivalents as being the most useful 7'?orm of reported

scores. ,idishearteningwhen one considars the repeated efforts of test

experts to discourage their use.

Convents made during the informal interviews regarding test use included

such issues as:a) slow returns of the testing rwuits, b) incatplete, feed3ack

to tead.nrs oancerning the test results amd c) a lack of teacher tire to

examine and interpret the test results. Finally many educators indicated that

they used the test results allywhen they had prd)lemswith stiviPqTt learning

arldwanted to know the reason..

1 t,
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/ Table 13

What influence do you think the testing program plays in
educational decision making?

Elementary Middle High

A major influence 8 5 10

Some influence 64, 67 38

Little influence 24 28 38

No influence 4\ 0 15

Table 14

Which form of reported scores are mo:it useful to you?

Total Sample Elementary Middle High

Raw scores 13 11 20 6 .

Stanines 12 19 6 13

Percent4es 45 46 39 53
)

Scaled Scores 2 2 0 6

G-ade Equivalents 52 69 51 25 .

v
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Interpreting .sults
The third category w Ilich the questionnaire items were classified w as the

area of educator pr-eparationrn ility in properly interpreting test results.

;elm the studyibegan it was felt thA\i,f the non- measurenvnt speciaLists were

not using the test results it might be bpcause the educators lacked the training

or culfidence in thei,r d)ility to interpret the te.$t scores. Three items

on the questionnaire reflecbed respondent training and confidence in test

intexpretaticn. Thesp items and the response patterns are preqented in tdDles

15, 16 and 17.

AlTest tfir o-thirds (tit le 15) of the respaisent indicated that they had

taken a course at an undergraiduate or graduate which dealt.w ith interpreting

test results. But ally at,the elementary level,did the educators indicate that

they had used or seen t.1,e IAD Ushers test manual. Finally almost 20% of the

middle and high school level educators indicated that they had no traini,lg

in test intexpretatim.

Over 9 0% of the elerrentary and addle school educators indicated that

they were at least scror hat confident in their &ility to interpret test scores
(tzb le .16) . At the high school level hew ever over 46% of the educators indicated

that they w ere not at all conficbnt in their test interpretation skills. In

the previous 'section the results had indicated that &rung the three school

levels the respondents from the high school used the test reSults the least.
Ternile the conlidence to correctly interpret test results varied across

the school levels, almost three- fourths of the educators in the sarrple

agreed that additional assistance w as needed in test interpretation (tct le 17) .

The previous three questions w ere folio/ ed b y five items w hich asked the

respondents to interpret sare test scores. These items w ere similar to those

w hich might be asked in an elerentary course on tests and masurenent. rsponses



Table 15

What training have you had in interpreting test results?

Total Sample Elementary Middle High

No training 14 7 18 19

The test publisher's
manual 47 74 ,31 28

Some imervice training 18 26 18 3

--NSome undergraduate/graduate
courses 64 65 65 59

Table 16

How confident do you feel in corrEctly interpreting test
results?

Total Sample

Very confident 17

Somewhat confident 69

Not confident at all 15

Table 17 .

Elementary Middle High

22 14 13

72 78 47

6 8 41

Dc you think additional assistance should be provided in
interpreting the test results?

Total Sample Elementary Middle High

Yes. 72 64 78 74

No. 28 36 22 26
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to these items are presented In tililes 18, 1), 20,:21 and 22. The nunrmeasurement

specialistswere consistent across schoollevels in their Thoices of item

toils. ,Nbst of the re'spondents correctly answered the itenivegarding a ,

percentile score (tdpie 18). Over three-fourths of the educators indicated

that they are incorrectly interpreting norrs as standards of performpnce

(tctle 19.). Less thanhalf of the elementary and doout one fourth to the middle

and high schcol educators indicated km/ledge Cf hcw to interpret stanines

(tdale 21). And finallywhile the edUcators had indicated that a grade equivalent

scorecgas a very useful form of reported results, only a small percent of

the educators correctly answered the item an grade equivalent'sdores correctly.

COnclusions

The results of the sv.rvey seem to indicate that in general non-measurement

specialists across the elementary, middle and high school levels view

standardized achievement tests positivIly. The responses however were

not verified with any other data source. Educators may have responded not

in terms of their actual. feelings but /rather in ways which may be viewed

as being porfessionally desirable. Assuming that the responses do reflect

the attitudes of non-measurement specialists, these results appeat-to

support the perceptions of superintendents rept-,rted by Stetz and Beck (1978)

rather than the perceptions of NCNE membei.s.

It was also suggested that the extent to which educators use test

results may be a better index of how non-measurement specialists view

standardized achievement tests. If this is true then only elementary

educators view these instruments positively. Middle and high school

educators indicated that they made very little use of the test results.

These results were obtained after taking into considerat.on the accessibility

of the test files.



1f John received a score on the math'concepts subtest
equalling the 75th percentile, it would mians

Total Sample Elementary Middle High

He answered 75% of the
items correctly

He answered 75% of the
items incorrectly

75% of all P4ils in the
norm group-scored as well
or b(ittter than John

,

/75% of all pupils in the

2 = 0 2

0 0 0

15 20 13

3 (

0

10,

'norm group scored as well i

or lower than John 73 , 69- 77 74

None of the above is
correct. 10 11 6 13

Table 19

Normative data like grade equivalent scores provide a standard
which reflects an estimate of how well students should perform.

Total Sample Elementary Middle High

True 77 80 80 67

*False 23 20 20 33

Table 20

To compare student performance across subtests which
of reported scores is most useful?

Total Sample Elementary
')

High

form

Middle

Raw scores 14 8 15 24

*Percentiles 24 26 26 20

Grade Equivalents 25 27 25 20

Scaled Scores 10 8 17 0

All of the above 24 29 17 28

None of the above 2 2 0 8



Table 21

The difference in student lArformance on two subtests on
the Stanford Achievement Test should be judged meaningful
if one test is at least lower thalthe other.

Total Sample Elementary Middle High
,

1 stanine . 15 7 22 20

*2 stanines 35 4§ 27 25

3 stanines i 14 16 "14 10

4 stanines 4 7 0 5

Stanines do not provide
a useful scale to compare
subtests 33 25 38 40

Table 22

Sally is finishing the 3rd grade. On a recent administration
of the Stanford Achievement Test her total test battery score
indicated a grade equivalent of 5.0. An appropriate
interpretation would bet

riotal Sample Elementary Middle High

Sally is ready to begin
the fifth grade. 7 6 7 11

Sally knows as much as
the average student
beginning the fifth
grade

*Compared to beginning
fifth graders in the
norm group Sally is at
the 50th percentile

None of 4.he above is
correct

61 57 63 67

12 11 17 4

20 26 13 19
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A partial explanation for the minimal use of the test results may be

fpund in the training/ability of the educators to properly interpret the

test results. While, mOst of the rpspondents had taken course work

related to test interpretation and,felt somewhat confident in these skills,

almost three-fourths of the educators indicated that they would like

additional assistance in test interpretation. Based on the responses

to several items asking the educators to interpret several test scores,

it appears that the non-measurement specialists need the additional

assistance.

e
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